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Abstract

The microwave heating cf electron plasmas is examined
critically. The primary enphasis is on theory with
some discussion of experimental results. The point
of view which is presented most thoroughly- is the
process of resonant diffusion. New results are given
for the heating of relativistic eD.ectrons.

Introduction-Experimental

The technical problems of the heating of electron plasmas by microwaves
seem to be solved. The plasma of tae Tokamak TM-3 device at the Kurchatov
Institute in Moscow has been heated1 at a wavelength of X.—1cm and input power
of approximately 4oKS7j pulsed for 500p.sec The increase in n9, the product
of dens5.ty times electron temperature is A(n9)=- k( 10) 14eV/cm3; the increase
in temperature is A9 — 200-400 eV. The wave absorption occurs over a x-/ide
band for frequencies between the first and second gyroharmonic., Q£cû 2ft. The
absorption in some cases was complete and is attributed to a plasma resonance
or wave conversion at the upper hybrid frequency tag = (o^+fi2)1/2, where uop is
the plasma frequency. The immediate practical advantage of the increased
electron temperature is an increase in plasma lifetime, and hot electron
plasmas are also less susceptible to micro instabilities.

The plasma of the ELMO mirror device at Oak Sidge has been heated2 at
•wavelengths of X = 5-5mra, 8.6mm, and 2.830a, with microwave power of approxi- !
jnately 3> 1> 5 KW, operating continuously. With the two higher frequencies j
fed in simultaneously temperatures of 8 a l MeV at densities of n s (10)L2cm~3 I
have been obtained. The quality of the plasma-loaded cavity is approximated !
Q =2 100 under these conditions, so that the wave absorption is rather small, :
The hot plasma in the ELMO device forms an annular ring of electrons precessing
in the center plane of the mirror. The double layer of current produces a
diamagnetic region where the magnetic field is excluded almost completely.
Presently a number of these mirror devices are being assembled in a ring to I
form a bumpy torus. Calculations show that the hot electron annuli should !
be capable of containing a stable hot-ion toroidal plasma.

The cavities containing both of these plasmas are rather large, irreg-
ularly shaped objects, and there is no particular attempt to produce a desirable
mode structure. These two experiments have been cited because they are
particularly successful, but vany installations are producing similar results.
Pulsed heating of the plasm? of the Octupole device at Wisconsin3 and steady
state heating in mirror geometry at Nagoya4 are examples of low-density experi-
ments, while Golovin5 and the group at Leningrad have done smaller scale
experiments at the upper hybrid frequency.
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No doubt a fundamental reason for the experimental success of electron
heating is that the frequencies of interest are usually above the plasma
frequency, the cutoff frequency for plasmas with no magnetic field and a
substantial barrier to field penetration in any case. Ion heating is subject
to these restrictions so that areful attention must be given to plasma
dispersion characteristics. Some experiments with electron plasma are planned
with this point of view.s»r They are characterized by the use of small cavities
carefully designed to support those particular modes which accelerate, heat,
or randomize the plasma.

- Comparison and Criticism of Theories
With the great diversity of heating experiment?, one expects some

variation in the theoretical approach to the problem, some tailoring of
methods to fit a given experiment situation. Actually the range of variation
in the theoretical methods of calculation seems to be greater than the variation
in experimental regimes. Roughly the theories can be divided into wave theories
and particle theories. One theoretical school8*9 considers the propagation,
reflection, and absorption of waves and wave conversion. They are primarily
concerned with experiments in small devices or with high density- Another
school3^10 concentrates upon single particle motion or its equivalent and
ignores the dispersive characteristics of the waves entirely. They are con-
nected with low density experiments in large cavities.

In the following list of divergent viewpoints an attempt is made- to
eliminate or to sharpen differences between theories. Some items on the list
are discussed later in the context of a particular theory.

1. Wave damping or single particle absorption?
There should be no difference in the results of calculations of the

heating of single particles in given fields and the damping decrements of
waves in the collective plasma. This was shown long ago by Dawson11, who
discussed Landau damping from the point of view of a wave-particle energy
balance.

2. Dispersive or vacuum waves?
Clearly waves in a plasma are dispersive, and changes in wavelength

must be taken into account for incident radiation at a given frequency. One
can only question the magnitude of the changes in wavelength and the magnitude
of the changes in heating rates. As an example of the importance of dispersion
consider the ordinary wave in a cold, magnetized plasma. The wave propagates
directly across the magnetic field B with its electric field oriented parallel
to B. The wave vector kx is given by

kfc2 = m2 - u)p
2 . (1

so that the wave should be reflected for cu<ai . In one of the experiments at
Oak Ridge2 the ELMO plasma was heated resonantly at A=3.6mm and radiation atg p y
X = 2.85cm was also applied. For the lower frequency u) — m~ and one would
expect reflection of this polarization. In fact the wave was completely
absorbed and the plasma quickly expelled out the loss cone. The relativistic
character of the plasma and the fact that the lower frequency was also resonant
complicate the analysis, but clearly the dispersion can become a dominant
factor.

For nonrelativistic electrons in a large cavity the resonant heating
affects primarily the perpendicular degrees of freedom and is essentially
independent of wavelength and so independent of dispersion. It turns out
that the parallel heating is a relativistic effect and is quite small at low
temperatures. One anticipates no particular problems in heating such a plasma.
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On the other hand for small, plasma-loaded cavities the calculation of tne
mode structure is vary important,b but very difficult. For relativistic
plasmas finite cyclotron radius effects are important and depend directly
upon the dispersion. Unfortunately the mode structure is quite difficult
to disentangle.

3« Plasma resonance or particle resonance?
Electrons in a static magnetic field have only one natural frequency,

the cyclotron frequency, v;hich may Toe modified by reiativistic effects. Energy
may efficiently be absorbed bv single particles only at this frequency. The
natural frequencies of the plasna are quite different, occuring at w^t u)w>
and (ox-tu) )/2 in a cold plasma. Plasma resonances occur at infinite*wavelength
and correspond to T̂ ave reflection in the usual KKB vave theory. Particle
resonances^ the gyrcharmenics, occur at zero wavelength and correspond to
wave absorption in VJKE theory. Still one would think that excitation at
a plasma resonance would lead to an efficient collective interaction. The
experiments at Kurchatov^ and the Ioffe Institute indicate a resonance at
the upper hybrid frequency. The theory9 is basically nonlinear in the sense
that a vave conversion is a vital element.

IK Stochastic or resonant heating?
In theories of microwave heating hy the orbit method one encounters

statements that heating occurs only in the presence of collisions.11 In a
constant magnetic field and an oscillating electric field that is not precisely
at the resonant frequency the perpendiciilar energy of an electron will slowly
oscillate at frequency tu-Q, since the relative phase between electron and
field is changing at this rate. A continuing increase in energy can occur
through collisions abruptly change this relative phase. The process is viewed
as a random walk is velocity space, so that with a collision frequency \> the
beating rate is proportional to m(Av)2v, where Av is the step length. This
mechanism can occur, but resonant heating is sore efficient.

Kuckes12 was the first to calculate the energy gained by an electron
as it passes through a resonance, moving adiabatically along the magnetic
field* This energy change is independent of the collision frequency, and
one can find a heating rate by calculating the time required for an electron
to drift between two resonant zones. In a sense the result is also collisional,
depending upon collisions with resonant surfaces. This rate agrees with the
rate calculated by Sprott3 directly from the perpendicular conductivity of
a cold magnetized plasma

2

*x m

which has a collisional dependence. The heating rate is

dt "
integrated over the plasma. For ^«fl the result is independent of v since
the width of the resonance is proportional to v and the height proportional to 1/
One finds for a syaetric mirror

/ ( g)| o
O(S) e U)

"Where n ic average density, n the density at resonance, L the distance between
resonant surfaces, and dO/ds Che gradient of the cyclotron frequency along
field lines. The formula is also calculable froa the viewpoint of waves
breaking on a magnetic beach.



Prom the orbit theory10 the resonance is only possible with a smooth
coherent variation of the microwave field, so that an electron moving adia-
batically throuch a resonant zone retains its phase for a sufficiently long
tioe. The field structure cannot be too regular. A single electron nay
either cain or lose energy on a single pass thz'ough reconance. If the inotion
is so smooth that the electron retains its pha;;e correlation with the microwave
field the next time it passes through the same, zone the plasma can reach a
limiting energy determined by the long periodicity. This superadiabaticity
has been observed in computer simulations at Berkeley.13 It is somewhat
reminiscent of the Fermi -Fas ta-Ulan problem. In a laboratory plasma the
randomization caused by the azimuthal drift of electrons across field lines
should remove this periodicity.

5. Direct or Par&raetric P.esonance?
Since the adiabatic motion of electrons in an inhemogeneous field is

nonlinear tfae excitation of a parametric resonance is possible by waves with
frequency that is some rational fraction of the cyclotron frequency. The
phenomenen is familiar to a child who lovers his center of gravity twice
during a single cycle of a swing. Silin1*5*15 is the principle proponent
of this mechanism, which is completely nonlinear. Similar in spirit are the
theories which involve the conversion of transverse waves to longitudinal
waves at plasma boundaries.

A Relativistic Theory - Limitations

This theory has been developed to fit the physical parameters of the
ELMO device at Oak Ridge. Same of its features, such as the relativistic
broadening of resonances, are necessary for any heating theory in which the
electrons reach an energy of roughly 10 keV. The simplifying assumptions
are:

1. Negligible dispersion. This requires a large nultimode cavity
in which the effects of boundaries on wavelength may be neglected, a lew
density plasma with w_ *&t and incomplete absorption. The Q, of the cavity
loaded with plasma Bust be large. Successful low density2 devices ordinarily
havo Q as 100.

2. Resonant heating. The mechanism requires a smooth variation
in mode structure. In particular there nust be spatial regions, several
wavelengths in extent, in which the external fields are represented by

E,(x,t) = 7 - E exp(ik-x-ia>t), (h
- modes

-•
where k and m are real. Self fields are neglected. For perturbation theory
to be valid the field energy must be much smaller than the plasma energy.
This condition is always satisfied. The time scale for heating is longer
than the adiabatic drift tJunes and much longer than the cyclotron periods.

The Resonant"Heating Kcchanism

Since a sincle particle is resonant only within a small spatial region
orbits within a wave zone may be calculated with constant magnetic fields;
the orbit is adiabatic outside the zone. The mechanism is illustrated by a
non-relativistic example. The equation of motion for the perpendicular
velocity in a local coordinate system oriented along field lines is

^ / + £E
+ (5
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where v = v + iv and E = E +iE . In the small cyclotron radius approximatio:
x_̂  y x y

the position X of the electron may be taken to be constant so that the complete
solution is

modes

The velocity oscillates at the driving frequency w and the natural frequency
0. The perpendicular energy oscillates at the frequency iu-Q since

exp(-iu)t) -
w-Q

sing[(m-n)t/2]

In the longtime limit the integral of this expression over the spatial extent
of the resonance is proportional to time. Formally the limit is TTt8(uj-fl)/2,
so that an electron drifting through resonance will gain a finite energy,

| £ £ |EJ2 6(a>-n).£ |E
modes

The average heating rate for electrons drifting along field lines is given
by Eq.2. The advantages of this procedure are that the physical mechanism
is rather clear, limitations become visible, and that it may be generalized
to the relativistic case.

The Relativistic Resonance

The relativistic effects on the resonance condition are:
1) The Doppler effect from axial motion induces a shift

a) to k c

2) The time dialation produces a-, shift in the cyclotron frequency
which becomes £)/Y where y = C 1 - v2/c2)~^.

5) Cyclotron harmonics appear.
The resonance condition becomes

o - UO/Y - k, v, = 0, (1C
or in terms of the r e l a t iv i s t i c velocities u = vy and u =CY=(U2+C2)*

- £ - - nQ - k# u^ = 0. (11

The resulting broad resonant zones are illustrated for the second harmonic
n » 2, a) = Clt in the phase space plot of Fig. 1. The coordinates are the
perpendicular and parallel velocities. The zone boundaries are found by
setting k* = ± cu/c, so that the entire shaded region is resonant. The
loss cone for a 2/1 mirror ratio is the straight line through the origin,
and circles represent surfaces of constant energy. Each harmonic is resonant
within such a zone. The zones overlap somewhat, but «>y examining such diagrams
one can make Qualitative predictions about heating at single or multiple
frequencies.1^

The calculation proceeds as before from the particle orbits. The
relativistic equations of motion are
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where the proper time T is defined by dt = udT/c = -ydT, and
wave magnetic field. It is easier to calculate with guiding

1 is the micro-
enter coordinates

= x

so that the spatial phase becomes

k-x = k-f +(kx U

where k = kx cos or and ky = kx sin a. The fields at the position of an
electron are proportional to

(15

in terms of a Fourier series of cyclotron harmonics. One can readily see
that the heating at harmonics is a relativistic effect. The argument of the
Bessel functions J is kx ux /Q = (kjj/k) (ux/c)(u)/Q)^ proportional to u/c. For
small argument only J is finite, so only the n=0 term in the stm remains.
Conversely, when finite gyroradii are included the remaining relativistic
effects must be calculated for consistency.

Fokker-Planck Equation

The rest of the calculation is long and tedious. I t turns out that
one must find orbits to second order in the microwave field in order to
calculate the energy to second order. The same answer can be found, with
about the same amount of labor by solving the collisionless Boltzmann equation
with external.field. This approach was suggested by Guest. The final result
i s a Fokker-Planck diffusion equation for a distribution function equation
for a distribution function defined so.that the number of electrons in a
«rn».n phase space volume is dN = F d3ud3f:

where

B

n»« -4

(16

(17

(18

(19
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D . V C d(cosp) u? sinfp ^ ^ (20
n=^ J 2 2fiP

- (21

modes

The entire formula is to be evaluated at resonance where nQ = u tu/c-kcoŝ u,,.
The distribution away from res. ..ant zone can be obtained froc tEe adiabatic
motion. The microwave field has been assumed to have an isotropic distribution
The argument of the Eessel functions is kjUj/Q = ku^sinp/Q.

The heating rate derived from this equation is for a Maxwellian Distri-
bution with temperature 8.

CO

n=-co

An expression similar to this has been evaluated by Sprott. Figure 2
shows the normalized heating rate plotted as a function of applied frequency.
The cold plasma heating is only at the fundamental, but as the energy rises
the harmonics appear and the resonances are broadened.lT Sprott has also
roughly verified the formula through a ser-ies of computer simulations with
relativistic dynamics.

This Fokker-Planck equation is simple enough so that the time evolution
of the distribution may be followed. Computer calculations are underway to
calculate such rates as the ejection rate of electrons through a mirror loss
cone.
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rig. 1. The resonant zone in velocity space for u = fl, n - 2.
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